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* Convert PowerPoint to image formats directly. * The quality of output image is good. * The output image will be compatible
with Windows and Mac OS. * The output image is very clear. * Save and save as image directly. Make your video or
presentation visually more powerful! Add captivating photos, animated images, and video clips to PowerPoint slides. Then
instantly publish on your blog, social sites, or e-mail as a professional slide show! ApinSoft Flash to GIF Converter is a powerful
and easy-to-use utility for Flash Flv conversion, it can convert flv video to GIF animation. With the aid of this tool, you can add
the mov/mp4/3gp/mkv/divx/swf video files to the GIF image. It supports almost all image formats, so you can also output GIF
image from your Flash Flv file. ApinSoft Flash to JPG Converter is a powerful and easy-to-use utility for Flash Flv conversion,
it can convert flv video to JPG still image. With the aid of this tool, you can add the mov/mp4/3gp/mkv/divx/swf video files to
the JPG image. It supports almost all image formats, so you can also output JPG image from your Flash Flv file. ApinSoft Flash
to PNG Converter is a powerful and easy-to-use utility for Flash Flv conversion, it can convert flv video to PNG image. With
the aid of this tool, you can add the mov/mp4/3gp/mkv/divx/swf video files to the PNG image. It supports almost all image
formats, so you can also output PNG image from your Flash Flv file. ApinSoft Flash to TGA Converter is a powerful and easy-
to-use utility for Flash Flv conversion, it can convert flv video to TGA image. With the aid of this tool, you can add the
mov/mp4/3gp/mkv/divx/swf video files to the TGA image. It supports almost all image formats, so you can also output TGA
image from your Flash Flv file. ApinSoft Flash to WAV Converter is a powerful and easy-to-use utility for Flash Flv
conversion, it can convert flv video to WAV audio file. With the aid
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Create new Smart Tags in Microsoft Word using your macros. Screen capture: Allows you to save your document as a single
image file. Notes: You can also change the target folder for your files. FILTER Description: Filter the selected files and save
them in the specified folder. * All pictures: If you select all the pictures at once, this feature will be activated. * Per folder: If
you select a folder and choose a folder from the specified folder as the target folder, this feature will be activated. * All files: If
you select all the files at once, this feature will be activated. * File name: If you set the file name before the file conversion, this
feature will be activated. * Format conversion: If you choose the format of the images, this feature will be activated. * No
formatting: If you do not format the images, this feature will be activated. * All fields: You can select multiple fields to fill them
in the images. * Formatting on selected fields: If you choose the formatting of the images, this feature will be activated. *
Delete selected fields: You can remove fields you don't need. * Images: If you select the images at once, this feature will be
activated. * All images: If you select all the images at once, this feature will be activated. * All fields: If you select all the fields
at once, this feature will be activated. * Remove selected fields: You can remove fields you don't need. * Brightness: Change the
brightness of the images. * Contrast: Change the contrast of the images. * Gamma: Change the gamma of the images. * Color:
Change the color of the images. * Increase color saturation: Increase the saturation of the images. * Decrease color saturation:
Decrease the saturation of the images. * Increase or decrease size: Change the size of the images. * Increase size: Increase the
size of the images. * Decrease size: Decrease the size of the images. * Position: Position the images. * Left: Left-align the
images. * Center: Center the images. 77a5ca646e
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The easiest-to-use converter to convert PPT, PPTX to JPG, BMP, GIF, PPTX to PPT. PPT to PPTX converter and PPT to PDF
converter will convert PowerPoint to PPTX. PPT to PDF converter will convert PPT to PDF in batch. In addition, PPT to image
converter will convert PPT to JPG, BMP, GIF, TIFF, WMF and PPTX files, or convert PPT to JPG, BMP, GIF, TIFF, WMF
and PPTX. PPT to PDF converter can batch convert PPT files to PDF, such as PPT to PDF, PPT to PDF EML, PPT to PDF
HTML, PPT to PDF, PPT to PDF Word, PPT to PDF, PPT to PDF XPS, PPT to PDF TXT, PPT to PDF, PPT to PDF XML,
PPT to PDF, PPT to PDF for Mac, PPT to PDF, PPT to PDF RTF, PPT to PDF, PPT to PDF for Windows, PPT to PDF
Word, PPT to PDF EML, PPT to PDF, PPT to PDF for iPhone, PPT to PDF for iPad, PPT to PDF for Android, PPT to PDF
for Android Tablet, PPT to PDF for Blackberry. ApinSoft PPT PPTX to Image Converter Features: - Small size, just 17.8M,
and fast speed, with over 2.5 times faster than other free software.- Support PPT- PPTX- DOC- TXT- DOCX- XLS- XLSX-
PPS- PPSX- RTF- RTF(Rich Text Format)- EML- MSG- DB- PS- PDF.- Support create image from PowerPoint, PPT, PPTX
files, such as JPG, BMP, GIF, TIFF, WMF, PCX, PPTX etc. ApinSoft PPT PPTX to Image Converter. Convert PPT to Image,
PPT to Image to PPT, PPTX to Image to PPT, PPT to Image, PPTX to PPT, PPT to Image to PPTX, PPTX to Image to PPT,
PPT to Image to PPTX, PPTX to PPT to Image, PPTX to P

What's New In ApinSoft PPT PPTX To Image Converter?

This PPT conversion software can convert PowerPoint file formats to a variety of image formats such as JPG, PNG, GIF, TGA,
BMP, PCX, RLE, EMF, WMF, TIFF etc. You can also extract images from PowerPoint file and save them to disk as a static
image. It supports saving PDF slideshows in PPT/PPTX format. It is also able to convert multiple PowerPoint slides into one
image, or add watermarks to slides. Besides, it has the capacity to preview, crop, resize, rotate, adjust brightness, contrast, tint,
auto-reflow, add page number or background color to the images. Application Features: 1. Convert PowerPoint files to a variety
of image formats. 2. Extract images from PowerPoint files. 3. Show Slide Thumbnail/Slide in Details, then you can decide the
output image quality and file size. 4. Zoom in/out output image. 5. Adjust brightness, contrast, tint, auto-reflow, add page
number or background color to the images. 6. Capture the screen to add to the slideshow. 7. Preview and Crop output images. 8.
You can save output images to disk as a static image, or send it directly to email or FTP server. 9. Run in background mode to
convert multiple PPT files in a batch. Screenshots: Click to view the PPTX to image Converter Preview PPTX to Image
Converter User Interface: Click to view the PPTX to image Converter user interface PPTX to Image Converter Themes: Click
to view the PPTX to image Converter Themes PPTX to Image Converter Main Function: Click to view the PPTX to image
Converter main functions PPTX to Image Converter Shortcuts: Click to view the PPTX to image Converter Shortcuts PPTX to
Image Converter About PPTX to Image Converter: Click to view the PPTX to image Converter About PPTX to Image
Converter PPTX to Image Converter User Feedback: Click to view the PPTX to image Converter User Feedback PPTX to
Image Converter License Terms: Click to view the PPTX to image Converter License Terms Installation: Click to view the
PPTX to image Converter Installation Uninstall: Click to view the PPTX to image Converter Uninstall PPTX to Image
Converter Main Window: Click to view the PPTX to image Converter Main Window PPTX to Image Converter Settings
Window: Click to view the PPTX to image Converter Settings Window PPTX to Image Converter Help Window: Click to view
the PPTX to image Converter Help Window
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System Requirements:

Windows 7/8.1 Mac OS X 10.6 or later Dual-core CPU Intel HD 4000 or better 2 GB of RAM A computer with a resolution of
at least 1366x768 30-60FPS Steam Version: Gamepad Mapping: If you'd like to see more videos/graphics or a
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